Jew Merkel: Shut Down Free Speech, We're Losing
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_k5ycUjH_g
(Video taken down, see the link below)
https://gatesofvienna.net/2016/12/chancellor-merkel-germans-need-to-learn-to-integrate-with-the-immigrants/

Communist Jew Merkel threatens indirectly that she will destroy the internet, and force Talmud in it. Which implies arrests, jail time, and many other things that this demented jewess wants to materialize if she gets in power again. Sorry I mean legislation, based on the talmud, to ban all people who criticize and don't want to be raped, pillaged and destroyed by a jewish third world invasion. Legislation where being raped by immigrants to death is legal and provides money benefits to the invaders. While speaking online against these JEWS and RACIAL JEWISH OLIGARCHY, can get you to jail or other things of that nature. Such as QUESTIONING them.

The rotting soul dead and coffined-joo elderly with dementia below that creep are clapping, and probably they have an echo clapper to sound like more than the few hundreds of brainwashed, jewish retards they are. Merkel is a political mummy, and "mommy" Merkel no more. Her jewish seat has been broken and she has collapsed.

No mercy on the RTR's and spiritual warfare, and activism.

Makes you wonder why all of that happened in just two years... Wasn't everything fine and dandy? But like enemies say, let's just stop the RTR's and let Merkel and her sick jewish ilk carry on with the biggest genocide in human history... And things will continue like before these three years, when people like us were a minority of secluded idiots, and unable to impose the vision of REALITY that reveals the jews for what they are.

The same goes for other panicked kikes who want to "Shut it Down" immediately, and potentially Trump (who the jews want to take down as they are unsure if he will make America a Marxist paradise, as they wished would happen). We have ripped them recently. Jews like Stein and Shillary with her tribal child molesting crew, are losing the ground beneath their feet. And shills
and idiots ask if we are going to stop now, that all of the manifestations are immediate?

Stop for what? For a better life where in less than 15 years, we will be cattle in a multicultural, impoverished, fuck stable? Where jews will be killing people with brainchips from a computer panel? And people will be living in some digital, kike utopia, made by some jewish programmer? Or a future where the majority of people will be left jobless thanks to machines replacing them, as the jew marxist, son of a Rabbi stated? Or the bright future where all jewish racial retards will be exploiting genetic research to advance their slaver race into potentially more excrement? The age of sex with dead robots and other inanimate objects? Wow, bright future here. Even brighter when everyone will have been made cattle, and israel will be the universal power of dictating the planet. And nobody will own anything, not even water to drink. Very interesting future. Also, no western civilization since it will all have sunk into Pisslam. Turning the last frontiers of civilization, into what the Middle East has now become. WONDERFUL! Who of you doesn't want to live this amazing future?

According to fools and shills, we need to drop the RTR's so that the history of the world will become this! How do these foolish idiots even REMOTELY believe this shit has a REWIND button? There is NONE. There is only a forward button, which WE DECIDE.

It's OUR DUTY, AS WHITE, AND GENTILE PEOPLE, BLACKS, ARABS, ASIANS- YOU NAME IT, TO KEEP THE SPIRITUAL AND INVISIBLE BACKBONE OF GENTILE PEOPLE STRONG. WE Aren'T GOING TO QUIT ON OUR PEOPLE NOT NOW, NOR NEVER.

The people who are revolting need our spiritual backup, protection, support, and invisible guidance, none of which any shill or idiot will be able to understand. Let's keep fanning the activism in all levels, and against everyone. All those who oppose this act of saving humanity from the jewish scourge, will visit the spiritual fate or their beloved masterful rats.

The day we quit is not even the day we die.

Well you see in 2017 the Jewess is going down unless it's for rigging the election. Or cornering the people like they did in France. Her 'race' has serious problems as of late. And in their last, obnoxious attempts to maintain power over people whom they have governed by deception and lies to lead them to
GENOCIDE, she tries to play it like they can do anything. All the kike programs have been flying off of the window. Jeboo is losing power as well, and no prayers are being received by the jews no more. So, we have this other meme they try to raise as some sort of next support, that of the supposed 'revitalization' of xianity, in the hope of maintaining control. But this is dying too.

So, the jews are left without occult weapons. We need to keep up the occult warfare, until the end and furthermore. Doesn't matter what's in it for us. What matters is that if the enemy gets their way, there is no future for ANYBODY.

The enemy plans for their 'futuristic' agenda, as I have been writing for years on end, a digitalized, futurized, multicultural, marxist leninist society, where nobody has the least of possessions, land or personal freedom, or individual powers. Everyone they want to flatten. The jews are trying to materialize this FAST, and maintain and hold power by the time of 2030, to start controlling the changes that will have emerged by this time, while actively having genocided a lot of their "Amalekites" [Whites] enemies by then. This way there will be nobody advocating, or giving a shit about where this planet is going. Because who cares. I am rich in my video game. It's just when I close it, I understand I am nobody. So, then I reopen it.

Well, guess what guys. That's not the plan forever. There will be a pulling of the plug at some point. The jewtrix is just a transitory stage, no different than 'socialism' which gives free mulah. When the free mulah has served its purpose, it's taken back from everyone, and then, people are tortured and die really, really slowly over decades, or in rotting gulags. Such as Castro did with his supposed 'revolution'. On which 75% of Cubans didn't have a plate of food to eat. And their daily routine was not meditation, studying, advancement, and working for a future. But searching for leftovers in empty trash bins.

Christianity and xian like dogmas of the jews, are psyops on the Gentile people, creating what is now around as the term of Ethnic Suicide. Xianity and all these retarded ideas are what opens one's country, state, mind and heart to the jews, so they can later infiltrate and destroy our lands and WIPE US OUT OF EXISTENCE *FOREVER*. The self-hatred, confusion, and psyops of xianity and pisslam are the lifelines of the jews. We will destroy these mercilessly by spiritual warfare, in all their forms, multitudes, and in all forms, these have been 'ingested' by the stupid idiots who backhandedly destroy the world like that.
We are scoring victory after victory. Keep pushing them and in the end we will be victorious. Everyday lost throws us back in years of work. Every day that is fought and won brings us closer to a bright future.

UNTIL THE END AND FURTHERMORE!

HAIL SATAN!

HAIL VICTORY!!!

HAIL TO ALL OF OUR PEOPLE AND SATANIC COMRADES!!!
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